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Features & Benefits Of Textile Spinning Industry Specific TOPSIN ERP Solution [In Brief] 

 
 Textile industry specific solution for spinner but further customizable to address organization unique 

business requirements 

 Provides absolute managerial controls through budgetary variance analysis and powerful MIS 

 Seamless integration of all business functions like: 

 Costing, marketing, raw-materials, stores, production, HR, quality, maintenance, 

engineering, sales & logistics and financial book keeping 

 End to end integration to ensure ‘Supply Chain Coordination’ [SCM] and ‘Efficient Customer 

Relationship Management’ [CRM] 

 ‘Business Intelligence’ [BI] information linked with ‘Decision Support System’ [DSS] to establish: 

 Raw-material scientific procurement at the best possible cost 

 Raw-material mix plan and optimum mixing cost 

 Intelligent product [COUNT] wise costing under dynamic market scenario with technical 

parameters 

 Product wise ‘Cost MIS’ to review standard and actual incurred cost after completion of 

fiber procurements, production and each and every sales cycle 

 Automation is the future of IT to auto retrieve data where ever possible. TOPSPIN ERP has inbuilt 

interfaces for barcode and electronic weighing machines, attendance and SQC data.  

 Inbuilt Strategic MIS to assist top and middle management with brief and hands on information 

 Resource optimization of market , materials, man, machine and money 

 Proficient inventory controls 

 Best HR practices, auto-generated pay roll, statutory formats etc and control over absenteeism 

 Integrated financial accounting with GST enabled taxation, bank reconciliations, Cheque printing, 

TDS/TCS and EPCG license management to automate statuary formats for error free reporting with 

the concerned institutions 

 Efficient debtors and creditors management with age wise analysis 

 Self-audit on different intervals [daily/ weekly/ monthly / quarterly / yearly] 

 Auto generated statuary reports 

 Instant flow of information without any time lag 

 Enable management to take proactive decisions 

 Abolishes communication gaps amongst different department & de-compartmentalization 

 Single view for all concerned to look at the organization data 

 Database generated specific alerts and pre-programmed auto-emails 

 Intra messaging amongst TOPSPIN users  

 Unambiguous drill downs 

 RDBMS application to work in multi user, multi-location environment 

 Robust user administration 
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 Man-power reduction 

 Error control and data accuracy  

 User friendly 

 Operators do not require special skills 

 Faster implementation 

 Quicker return over investment [ROI] 
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